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Freecorder® BlueFox
Revolutionary recording instrument
for TMJ and functional diagnostics.

Impressively simple, precise and quick.



Recording without constriction

Mounting table for face-bow-free model transfer

Modular FastLink®  fast coupling system

Discover progress.
Experience the effortlessness of recording. Freed from tiresome as-
sembly procedures. With a high level of patient comfort. Quick and 
reliable. For better results.

Optical recording with maximum precision.
Non-contact pattern tracking.

Coded patterns, which are attached to the patient, are mapped, re-
cognized and decoded by several special cameras with integrated 
high-performance computers. Highly complex mathematical image 
processing routines re-sharpen the position. At the same time, the 
angle of rotation of the pattern is determined and a size calibration is 
performed. Subsequently, the position of each pattern is tracked 100 
times per second in real time at extremely high resolution to a magni-
tude of 1/1000 mm. All operations take place automatically.

With the use of a special and very light reference bow, characteristic 
head movements can be effectively compensated for. This is supported 
only from the outer auditory canal and the root of the nose and can 
be attached in a matter of seconds.

With the unusually high resolution of the non-contact measuring pro-
cedure in the range of fewer light wavelengths, instrumental functional 
diagnostics has today reached a standard of accuracy barely thought 
possible and the limit of what is technically feasible and meaningful.

Impressively simple to operate.
FastLink® fast coupling system for assembly, registration and 
model transfer.

The modularly developed FastLink® fast coupling system substantially 
facilitates and accelerates the assembly, registration and hinge axis rela-
ted model transfer to an articulator in relation to conventional recording 
procedures. The lower jaw measuring bow can be attached quickly and 
simply and then detached again. This applies to para-occlusal recor-
ding with free occlusal surfaces as well as peri-occlusal recording with 
protected occlusion. Simultaneously in both cases one obtains a highly 
accurate bite holder (bite fork with occlusal impressions).

Hard to believe. But true.
Face-bow free model transfer to each articulator.

For the first time we see the successful accomplishment of the precise 
model transfer to an articulator without separate use of a face-bow, 
expeditiously and accurately, and solely with the help of the bite hol-
der and special assembly stand. Only the bite fork with the occlusal 
impressions needs to be given to the dental technician laboratory for 
the model assembly, since, along with the measured values of the Free-
corder® BlueFox, it contains the complete information for the hinge axis 
related model transfer. Thus many transportation problems between 
dentist and laboratory are also solved. 

The patented measuring and transfer method fundamentally revoluti-
onises recording and transfer technology.

Reference bow



Proven software JAWS for recording and analysis

Wireless control by touchscreen handset

Articulator programming

Representation of condylar movements and path analysis

Hinge axis determination in real-time

Secure diagnosis. Targeted therapy.
The long established recording and analysis software 
JAWS appears in a new design with intuitive icon naviga-
tion and innovative possibilities for modern, instrumental 
functional diagnostics. TMJ problems can be securely 
diagnosed. Precise programming of partly and fully ad-
justable articulators with face-bow free and exact model 
transfer to any articulators form the basis for high-quality, 
prosthetic restorations: 

 Assembly and adjustment with onscreen control• 

 Hinge axis determination in real time without time-• 
consuming subsequent adjustments

 Automatic projection error correction • 

 Representation and analysis of condylar movements• 

 Condylar position analysis directly on the patient • 
(analysis of joint distraction and/or compression)

 Computer-controlled centric determination• 

 Occlusal distance (speech distance)• 

 Individual articulator programming (partly and fully-• 
adjustable articulators)

 Determination of incisal guidance• 

 Technician sheet with all articulator control values• 

 Elaborate support• 
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Control with PC or touchscreen handset.
The control of the Freecorder® BlueFox occurs optionally over a wired ether-
net interface through a computer (PC, notebook) or wirelessly over WLAN by 
means of a computer or touchscreen handset. The most advanced internet 
technologies are used, supported by software with clear icon menus.

The measuring data can be stored either directly on the computer or by 
means of the touchscreen handset on a mini SD memory card, which is 
placed in the C-arm. If necessary, they can also be transferred from this 
onto the computer.

With the touchscreen handset is included, among other things, the hinge 
axis determination, the recording and representation of condylar movements 
as well as the articulator calculation to the standard. For many applications 
in practice this will be sufficient.

Additionally, very extensive possibilities for advanced diagnostics and the-
rapy as well as for scientific evaluations are offered with the computer and 
the JAWS software. 

Problem-free network integration is also possible.

 
Technical data.

Measuring principle optical pattern tracking with 
  automatic tracing in real-time

Resolution 0,003 mm approx.

Linearity  1% approx.

Measuring interval 10 msec

Control  with PC or Notebook over   
  Ethernet or WLAN or with
  touchscreen handset over WLAN

Control mode fast internet protocol (UDP)

Data storage PC, notebook or 
  mini SD memory card

Interfaces  Ethernet, 2 x USB

Power supply 48 V = 

Power  20 AV approx. 

Weight of mandible 25 gr approx.
measuring bow

Software  „JAWS“ for Windows XP/Vista 
  using PC or notebook

  „JAWS Light“ 
  using touchscreen handset
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